Effects of L-type Ca2+ channel blocker nifedipine on dynamic arterial blood pressure control.
Dynamic characteristics of arterial pressure (AP) regulation are important components in our understanding of rapid AP restoration by the arterial baroreflex system. The present study examined the effects of an L-type Ca(2+) channel blocker nifedipine on baroreflex-mediated dynamic AP regulation. In anesthetized and vagotomized rats, carotid sinus pressure was externally perturbed using a Gaussian white noise signal, and the neural arc transfer function from pressure input to efferent sympathetic nerve activity (SNA) and the peripheral arc transfer function from SNA to AP were identified. The peripheral arc transfer function approximated a second-order low-pass filter with pure dead time. Intravenous administration of nifedipine significantly decreased the steady-state gain and increased the damping ratio of the peripheral arc without affecting the dynamic characteristics of the neural arc. When the step response of AP was calculated based on the peripheral arc transfer function alone, nifedipine prolonged 80% rise time by 26%. When the closed-loop AP response was simulated based on both the neural arc and peripheral arc transfer functions and the dynamic gain of the baroreflex total loop was assumed to be 2.0, nifedipine prolonged 80% recovery time by 107%. In conclusion, L-type Ca(2+) channel blockade may compromise the baroreflex-mediated AP control not only in the magnitude but also in the speed of AP restoration.